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We present the first experience with a three-level double resonance experiment performed with 
a microwave Fourier transform spectrometer. The results are described by a theoretical treatment 
based on three-level Bloch equations. 

1. Introduction 

Battaglia, Gozzini, and Polacco [1], Shimoda, 
Yajima [2, 3], and Cox, Flynn, and Wilson [4] sup-
plemented microwave spectroscopy by double reso-
nance and thereby increased the versatility and ap-
plicability of this field of spectroscopy. In the course 
of our efforts to develop microwave Fourier trans-
form spectroscopy (MWFT) of molecular gases in 
thermal equilibrium [5—8], we tried to test whether 
double resonance experiments are possible with this 
technique. 

2. Experimental 

To perform a double resonance experiment, it is 
necessary that two radiations interact with the 
molecular ensemble. A signal radiation detects the 
changes introduced by a usually strong pump ra-
diation, which is resonant or near resonant to a 
transition as shown in Figure 1. It is essential that 
the pump radiation is prevented from reaching the 
detection system, i.e. the performance of the 
MWFT spectrometer as described earlier [6] should 
not be disturbed. 

These conditions could be fulfilled in the first 
place by replacing the waveguide to coax transition 
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Fig. 1. System of three level double 
resonance, here Carbonylsulfide, 
OCS, 
o pump radiation, <-> signal radia-
tion, vso = (Eb — Ea)/h; yp0 = 
(E c — E\})/h. 

9 a of Fig. 1 in Ref. [6] by a special tunable tran-
sition, on the back side of which an R-band wave-
guide (26.4—40 GHz, 22 GHz cut off) is introduced. 
Through this the pump radiation is fed into the 
sample cell of 23 x 23 mm cross section (see Figure 2). 
The pump radiation is supplied by a phase stabilized 
BWO and is amplified by a TWTA. A maximum of 
2 W was available. Secondly we put a band and low 
pass filter in front of the switch 23 of Fig. 1 in Ref. 
[6], Carbonylsulfide, 16012C32S, 16()12C34S, and 
i8Qi2Q32g in natural abundancies were used for this 
test. As can be seen from Fig. 3—7 a double reso-
nance doublet was observed. The behaviour of the 
doublet with variation of pump frequency, pump 
power and gas pressure reminds of the results from 

Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H. Dreizier, Institut für Phy-
sikalische Chemie, Olshausenstr. 40—60, D-2300 Kiel. 

Fig. 2. Changes of the MWFT spectrometer X-band for 
double resonance experiments. Compare Fig. 1 [6]. Num-
bers in circles refer to Fig. 1 [6]. 1 Tunable waveguide to 
coax transition X-band with inserted R-band waveguide 
(26.4—40 GHz); 2 Transition K- to R-band; 3 Directional 
coupler 30 dB; 4 Power meter; 5 Attenuator; 6 Waveguide 
isolator; 7 TWT-amplifier K-band, Hughes 1077 H, 1 W 
nominal; 8 Directional coupler 20 dB; 9 Directional cou-
pler 10 dB; 10 Frequency standard, Rhode und Schwarz, 
XUC; 11 Mixer; 12 Termination; 13 Backward wave oscil-
lator, Hewlett Packard 8690 B with 8696 A; 14 Synchro-
nizer, Schomandl FDS 30; 15 Low pass filter, cut off 
14 GHz, K & L FLR-14, rejection 20 dB at 15.4 GHz, 
insertion loss 0.5 dB, VSWR 2 :1 ; 16 Band pass filter, 
8 - 1 2 GHz, Filtronics F 10021, rejection > 6 0 dB for 14 
to 18 GHz, insertion loss 0.75 dB, VSWR 1.5:1. 
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Fig. 3. A range of 2.5 MHz out of a 5 MHz scan of the 
rotational spectrum of OCS, line J = 1 — 0 sample inter-
val 50 ns, 1024 data points extended to 4096 by zeros, 
spectral point distance 5 kHz, signals normalized, frequen-
cies in MHZ. a) 500000 averaging cycles, without pump 
radiation, 0.3 mtorr, — 3°C; b) 1250000 averaging cycles, 
pump frequency at 24325.501 MHZ, 1.8 W at cell entrance, 
0.3 mtorr, — 3°C; c) 750000 averaging cycles, pump fre-
quency at 24326.001 MHz, 1.8 W, 0.3 mtorr, — 30°C. 

steady-state double resonance experiments. How-
ever, the experimental conditions are somewhat dif-
ferent. In MWFT spectroscopy a transient emission 
following a strong polarizing jr/2-pulse is observed. 
For further details see the following section. 

It may be pointed out that the high resolution 
of MWFT spectroscopy is very useful for resolving 
the doublet. Using the symmetry of the doublet we 
were able to adjust the pump frequency to ± 1 kHz 
for the transition J = 2 - l of 16012C32S to 
24325.927 MHz. A frequency of 24325.930(20) MHz 
was reported [9]. 

3. Theory 

A sufficient model to describe the experimental 
findings given above is that of a three level system 
with the energy levels Ea<.Eb<Ec and the two 
dipole-allowed transitions between E& and E^ (sig-

d 

Fig. 4. Adjustment of the pump frequency (general condi-
tions see Fig. 3) 500000 averaging cycles, 0.3 mtorr, 
— 59 °C, 50 mW at cell entrance, a) pump frequency at 
24325.920 MHz; b) pump frequency at 24325.927 MHz; 
c) pump frequency at 24325.930 MHz; d) 250000 averag-
ing cycles, pump frequency at 24325.901 MHz, 1 W at 
cell entrance, no substance. 

nal transition) and between Eb and Ec (pump tran-
sition). The following theoretical treatment is based 
on the three-level Bloch equations formalism, which 
has been derived earlier by Feuillade et al. [10]. In 
contrast to the normal description of steady-state 
double resonance experiments [11] (assuming high 
pump and low probe microwave power), transient 
solutions of the Bloch equations will be considered 
here to describe the behaviour of the system after 
a high power signal pulse excitation in the presence 
of a high power pump radiation. 

For our experimental setup the microwave ra-
diation is given by a superposition of pump and 
signal microwave radiation, plane polarized along 
the same direction (parallel fields) 

£ = 2 £p COS Ct)p i -j- 2 £g COS (Os t. (1) 

where ep and es denote the electric field amplitude 
of the pump and signal radiation with angular fre-
quencies (Op and cos respectively. With (1) and in-
clusion of intermolecular interaction (relaxation) 
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Fig. 5. Pump power variation (conditions see Fig. 3) line 
«7 = 1 - 0 of 16012C34S, 250000 averaging cycles, pump 
frequency at 23731.302 MHz, 3 mtorr, - 5 9 ° C ; pump 
power at cell entrance: a) 0 m W ; b) 20 m W ; c) 10 m W ; 
d) 5 m W ; e) 2 m W ; f ) 1 mW. 

under the impact approximation, "three-level Bloch 
equations" have been derived by considering the 
equation of motion of the density matrix for the 
three-level system [10]. The time dependent be-
haviour of the variables describing the ensemble of 
three-level systems is then given by a set of coupled 
differential equations 

Üs = - Acos V8 + (xp/2) V - (1/2?) Us, 

Ve = Aws Us — tfg JFS 

- ( x p / 2 ) £ 7 - ( l / T f ) F B , 

11865.711 1 1 8 6 5 i 6 0 4 

Fig. 6. Gas pressure variation (conditions see Fig. 3) line 
J = l — 0 of 16012C34S, 250000 averaging cycles, pump 
frequency at 23731.302 MHz, pump power 1 mW at cell 
entrance, — 59 °C: a) 3 mtoir; b) 0.85 mtorr. 

11409.708 

Fig. 7. Double resonance signal of 1 801 2C3 2S, line J = 1 — 0 
(conditions see Figure 3). 750000 averaging cycles: a) with-
out pump; b) pump frequency at 22819.404 MHz, pump 
power 20 mW at cell entrance; 3 mtorr; — 59 °C. 

WB = F s — (#p/2) F p 

-yy(Ws-Wl)-yz(Wv-Wl), 

t/p = _ Acop Vp - (xa/2) V - (1/T2bc) Up, 

Vp = Acop Up -XpWp- (xs/2) U 

Wp = XpVp- (xsl2) V8-yx(Wp- IF®) 

-yw(Ws-W°s), 

Ü = — Aco V — (xs/2) Vp + (xp/2) Vs 

-(1 lTf)U, 

V = Aco U + (xsl2) Up - (xp/2) Us 

-(1 jTf)V. (2a—h) 

The variables in (2) are related to the elements of 
the density matrix Qy (i, j e {a, b, c}) in the inter-
action representation as follows. 

JFS = (?aa— (3 a) 

Wp = (?bb — Qcc , (3b) 

the differences of occupation probabilities between 
the energy levels of signal and pump transition with 
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thermal equilibrium values and TFP° respec-
tively, and 

U s = @ab + £ba , 

F s = i((?ba — £>ab), 

Up = £bc + {?cb , 

Vp = — j> bc ) , 

U = £ac + £ca , 

V = i (Qca. — £ac) , (3 C—h) 

corresponding to a superposition of states for the 
energy level pairs Eb), (Eb, Ec) and (E&, Ec) 
respectively. The quantities Us(Up) and FS(FP) 
are proportional to the in- and out-of-phase com-
ponent of the macroscopic polarisation with respect 
to the external signal (pump) microwave radiation 
[12], in contrast to U and V which do not correspond 
to a dipole polarization as the transition dipole 
matrix element juac is assumed to be zero. The other 
symbols used in (2) are 

Aco s = (En — Ez)l% — cos, 

A(op = (Ec — Eb)IK — cop, 

Ao = A(os + A(op (4a—c) 

the deviations of the incident radiations from reso-
nance, and 

Xs = (2/lab/ft) £s, 

Xp = (2/abc/^)£p, (4d—e) 

the Rabi frequencies of signal and pump transition 
with the dipole matrix elements /uab and jubc respec-
tively. To allow for collisional relaxation a set of 
relaxation parameters for the different elements of 
the density matrix is introduced into the equations 
where yx, yy, yz and yw concern the relaxation of 
population (see [10] for definition), and T|b, T\Q 

and T|c are the relaxation times for the super-
position of the indicated pairs of levels. 

We now proceed and discuss the solutions of (2) 
as applied to the Fourier transform double reso-
nance experiment described in this paper. Accord-
ing to the experimental procedure the pump micro-
wave radiation is assumed to continuously irradiate 
the sample gas. The time interval between the sig-
nal microwave pulses of duration ti is considered to 
be long with respect to the relaxation times so that 
it is sufficient to describe the dynamical behaviour 
of the system by a single pulse excitation. Identi-

fying the start of the signal microwave pulse by 
t = 0 we then have 

£P =j=0, £s = 0 for t ^ O , (5a) 

(period A) 

£P 0, £ s + 0 for (5b) 

(period B) 

£P =#0, £S = 0 for t ^ h . (5c) 

(period C) 

To obtain solutions of (2) for the different periods 
of time, both signal and pump microwave radiation 
have been assumed to be resonant with the pump 
and signal transition respectively, giving with 
(4a—c) 

A (Op = 0 , A (oB = 0, Aco = 0. (6a—c) 

For further simplification some approximations 
have been made with respect to the relaxation pa-
rameters in (2). Firstly, identical coherence decay 
times (Tf* = = T|c) have been assumed as was 
found experimentally for the considered system [13], 
[14], and [15]. Secondly, cross-relaxation between 
the variables IFS and IFP representing population 
differences may be neglected with respect to Ti-
relaxation of IFP and IFS itself [10] (yw, yz <^ yx, yy) 
which is assumed to be described by identical T\-
relaxation times [16] (yx = yy). Finally, by using 
the experimental findings of a rather small differ-
ence between T±- and 2Vrelaxation times for OCS 
two level systems [13 — 15], [16], we may approxi-
mate 

a = = yx = yv (ij = ab, bc, ac). (7) 

Although this approximation does not hold rigor-
ously, the result obtained with it presents the most 
important features of the solutions under con-
sideration. 

With the approximations given above, the solu-
tions of (2) are found straightforwardly for the dif-
ferent periods of time. To obtain the initial con-
ditions at the time f = 0, we may use the steady-
state solutions of (2) for period A (no signal micro-
wave for times £< 0 which are long with respect to 
the relaxation times), giving with (5a), (6) and (7) 

tfs(0) = FB (0) = FFP(0) = U ( 0 ) = F ( 0 ) = 0 , 

F p ( 0 ) = - * X p W 0 v l ( « . * + 4 ) , 

Wp(0) = a2 TFp/(a2 + , 

Ws(0) = IFS° + 4 W°pl(^ + 4). (8a—d) 
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For sufficiently high pump power, oc, we have 

F p ( 0 ) ^ 0 , WP (0) «Ü 0, 

Ws(0) ^ W°s + W°VI2, (9a—c) 

i.e. saturation of the pump transition. 
For period B (0 f^tf^h) we may neglect the col-

lisional damping terms in (2) for a signal pulse 
duration which is short with respect to the relax-
ation times (£i<l/a). We then obtain with the 
initial conditions (8), (9) at £ = 0 the following solu-
tions for 0 ^ t t\ 

Us(t) = 0 , 

Vs(t) = - (xsl8QS)Ws(0) 

� {2x2 sinQt + ®f sin2ß^}, 

WB{t) = (llSQ*)WB{0) 

� cos Qt + ( 4 ^ / 4 + ^ /2) 

� cos 2Qt + xJ/2 — Zpaf/4}, 

Up{t) = 0, 
o (10) 

Vp(t) = -(xpx!l8Q*)Ws(0) 

� {2 sinQt — s in2Qt} , 

Wp(t) = (I?J8Q*)WB(0) 

� {xl cos Q t — («5/2 + aJ/4) cos 2Qt 

- 4 / 2 + ^ / 4 } , 

17(0 = (arpa?,/8ß4) TFB(0) 

� { ( 4 - 4) cos Qt + {x2/2) cos 2 Qt 

+ x2J2-xl}, 

7(0 = 0, where ß 2 = (a^ + a^)/4. 

It may be noted that the transient double resonance 
solutions (10) for the time dependencies of the po-
larization components in quadrature to the external 
MW fields Fs and ~ Fp) and of the population 
differences JFS and ~ Wp) are more complicated 
than for the single resonance two-level case. In 
particular, no simple condition for optimum polar-
ization of the sample gas (such as a 7r/2-pulse) may 
be formulated for the double resonance case. In ad-
dition to polarization and population difference, a 
nonzero coherence between the levels E& and EC 

U) is created which may be ascribed to a tran-
sient two-photon double resonance effect. 

At the time t = t\ the signal microwave radiation 
is switched off and transient solutions of (2) for 
t^tti (period C) may be obtained for es = 0 and the 
initial conditions (10) at t — t\. We are interested 
here only in the solutions for Us and Fs which are 
related to the observable quantities in our experi-

ments (see below), given by 

Us(t') = 0, (11a) 

Vs{t') = exp { - at') {Vs{h) cos(xPl2)t' ( l ib ) 

- U(h)sm(xvl2)t'}, 
where t' = t — h. 

To obtain the polarization P of the sample gas 
which may be observed in the transient and steady-
state regime, we used the equation of definition 
for P 

P = NTx{tiQ), (12) 

where N is the number density of molecules, o the 
density matrix and fx the matrix of the dipole 
moment operator. Using the real-valuedness of the 
transition dipole matrix elements, we then obtain, 
using the transformation of q into the interaction 
representation [17], and (3a—d) 

P (t) = N//ab Us (t) cos o)st — N/xab Fs (t) sin cos t 

+ N/ux)CUv(t) cos (Opt 

— NjubcVp{t)sincopt. (13) 

In our experimental arrangement, microwave ra-
diation with frequency components close to cop is 
blocked from reaching the detection system (see 
Fig. 2) and therefore not observed. Consequently 
only the first two terms in (13) have to be considered 
further (slowly varying amplitude functions as-
sumed). The detected microwave field which is 
emitted by the molecular sample gas at times t ̂  t\ 
is then proportional to the polarization [18] 

P(t') = N^{Us(t') cos cost' 

- Vs{t') sin a>st'} (14) 

which may be rewritten with (11) 

P(t')= - ( A > a b / 2 ) e x p ( - a O 

�{Vs(h)(sm(cos + Xpl2)t' 

+ sin (cos — Xp/2) t') 

+ U(h)(cos(coa + xpl2)t' 

— cos (cos — Xp/2) t')} . (15) 

Equation (15) represents the superposition of two 
decaying signals oscillating at the frequencies 
o)s + Xp/2 and cos — xp/2 respectively. With Fourier 
transformation from the time to the frequency 
domain we then have a superposition of two Lo-
rentzian lines with center peaks at coi/2 = CJOs ± xv/2 
as observed in our experiments. According to (4e) 
the line splitting is pump power dependent and 
given by 

(01 — C02 = (2 HBC/fr) Ep. (16) 
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This result is in agreement with the familiar coher-
ence splitting of double resonance lines which have 
been predicted earlier [11] in a description of steady-
state double resonance experiments under the con-
dition of high pump power and low probe micro-
wave powrer. 

Conclusion 

In view of the many possible modifications and 
applications we hope that the Fourier transform 

double resonance can be developed to an as useful 
tool as double resonance already is in normal micro-
wave spectroscopy. 
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